
Encore's lightweight 
EcoFlex Power 
Management System 
supports continuous 
corded mobility or 
intermittent corded 
workflows when 
staffing or clinical 
needs change.

Whether you need bedside documentation or 
secure medication delivery, Encore delivers: 

Unconventional 
Flexibility

Multi-Workflow Mobile EHR Workstations 
MOBILE EHR WORKSTATION

Enovate® Medical 

Designed for Two 
Mobile Workflows

POWERED BY

FLEXIBLE MOBILE POWER

ON-DEMAND MOBILITY 

MobiusPower PLUS Mobile Power 
System delivers the flexibility for  
two clinical workflows.

1)  For workflows that don't require 
continuous mobility, the Encore 
plugs in and recharges like a 
traditional corded workstation. 

2)  For 24/7 continuous mobile 
computing, simply swap the 
lightweight MobiusPower®  
battery pack to fully recharge  
your Encore workstation.

NURSE-FRIENDLY FEATURES

•  Solid aluminum construction  
for ultra lightweight durability  
and maneuvering in tight spaces

•  Dual casters for effortless mobility

•  Ideal for thin client, mini PC, or  
all-in-one computing solutions

•  Large worksurface

•  Retractable mouse surface  
and holder

• Tilting keyboard tray

•  Fluid height adjustment

•  Ergonomic handle

Lightest  
powered  

WoW on the 
market
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When your clinical workflows require 
medication delivery, Encore RX2 delivers 
an ultra lightweight, nurse-friendly 
design that keeps medications secure.

With Enovate Medical, you keep your clinical staff  
moving, free your IT staff from the hassle of workstation  

maintenance, and reduce your total cost of ownership.
To learn more about the Encore, call 888-909-8920  

or email at info@enovatemedical.com

Enovate Medical offers an integrated approach to manage every EHR workstation in your fleet:

2.  For secure medication access, 
Encore RX2 comes with a program-
mable touchpad for unique PIN 
codes and optional remote user 
management with Rhythm.

1.  Encore’s multi-positional 
SightLine™ monitor arm ensures 
that the monitor never gets in the 
way of personalized care.

Longer Battery  
Run Times

Fewer Battery  
Replacements

TM

MOBILITY AVAILABILITYVISIBILITY

FLEXIBLE MOBILE POWER

MobiusPower PLUS delivers corded 
and cordless flexible mobile power 
for changes in clinical workflows 

from lightweight, swappable 
batteries. 

Rhythm is the cloud-based system 
that remotely monitors and manages 
mobile EHR workstation fleets with 
real-time visibility across multiple 

departments and locations.

Uptime Ready Replacement program 
ensures 100% clinical availability and 
frees up hospital IT staff to focus on 
what they do best while we maintain 

your fleet. 

3.  The Encore RX2 has 2-tiers with 
6 standard bin configurations to 
fit your delivery protocols or an 
optional supply storage drawer.
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40%  
weight reduction 
over traditional  

medication  
carts


